DOUBLE THE COFFEE DOUBLE THE PLEASURE
The Vitro X5 provides a consistent high quality espresso coffee menu which satisfies the most
demanding consumer tastes whilst increasing your menu selections without any effort.
Either you provide a light/ dark roast, upmarket coffee blend or decaf; Double Bean
means to double your machine coffee offering - a boost to coffee personalization.
The Vitro X5 single cup brewing machine is made of quality noble materials (stainless and
glass) which provides a contemporary premium looking design that will fit in any environment.
Additionally, the machine is easy and quick to maintain, leaving you to focus on what’s more
important - your business!

VITRO X5 ESPRESSO DOUBLE BEAN
It is a premium looking machine which provides peace of mind, delivering into
medium-high demand locations an uplift in coffee quality and customization.
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MULTIPLY YOUR CUSTOMER CHOICES
Designed with two whole coffee bean hoppers and two grinders, it provides the capacity
to adjust the grind point to each selected bean - obtaining the best flavour and coffee
notes in every brew, one after the other.
The machine can be equipped with the traditional espresso brewer AZK V10 or with the variable
chamber brewer AZK V30, that extracts the maximum taste and aroma with a perfect creaminess
from any blend of roasted coffee.
The adjustable espresso dispensing system offers the option of dispensing various sizes of coffee cups
in the same machine, being certain of serving the optimum amount of coffee in each service. In addition,
this option allows the consumer to adjust the strength of the coffee to suit their taste.

User friendly
touchless selection

Durable and easy to clean
The stainless steel dispensing
area is sturdy and easy to clean.
The front of the tray is removable,
allowing easy daily maintenance.

With up to 20 speciality coffee
options available, you can make
your selection using Touch or
our new patented Distance
Selection technology - choose
your favourite.

Different cup sizes
Cups up to 14 cm tall can be used.
A retractable cup stand is included
that allows the use of small cups.
A cup sensor is fitted as standard.

PAY BY CASH, CARD, CASHLESS OR MOBILE PHONE
We are in a global continous adapting world and payment trends are changing.
The MDB protocol allows the Vitro X5 to adapt to the latest payment methods with
various accessories that make payment easy.
For a self-contained operation, the Vitro X5 allows to integrate a cashless system,
an exchange giver or an MDB coin validator. These payment systems
can also be installed in an exterior payment module.
The machine is compatible with Pay4Vend App, allowing payment
directly from a mobile phone.

Cashless system
integration option

External EXE/MDB
payment module

EXE/MDB change giver
integration option

High autonomy
The waste drawer has a
capacity for up to 220 coffee
cakes and the liquid tray
holds 2.5 litres. An exceptional
autonomy allowing
a continuous service.

Effortless maintenance
A great design in and out.
The dispense pipes are colour
coded to simplify maintenance
work.

Easy to refill coffee beans
and soluble ingredients
The filling of both 1.2 or
2.2 kg coffee bean hoppers is
quick and simple.

IN CUP QUALITY, SPECIALITY AND VARIETY
The Vitro X5 Double Bean is a high capacity coffee machine which suits perfectly
locations that serve more than 250 coffees per day.
The Vitro X5 offers you the peace of mind on delivering an exceptional coffee service
and provides your customer the tools to cater for the diverse needs and tastes of
medium-high demand offices, hotels, convenience stores, petrol stations and other Coffee
to Go establishments thanks to an extraordinary range of true espresso coffee solutions.

COUNTLESS ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Offering a unique coffee experience has never been easier. We have developed a complete
range of accessories to adapt Vitro X5 to any business model. The Vitro X5 accessories
provide a distinctive service and help you improve your profitability.

Base Cabinet

Cup warmer

To build a robust and
elegant standalone
solution.

Perfect for maintaining
the temperature of
drinks in cups.

Tecnologías

Espresso and soluble
technologies that
produce the perfect
coffee.

SPECIFICATIONS:
No. of coffee bean hoppers

2

No. of soluble product hoppers

3

Product capacity

Coffee beans 1200 g x2 (adaptable to 2200 g x 2)
Soluble milk 1410 g (3 l)
Chocolate 1420 g (2.6 l)
Tea 900 g (1.5 l)

Coffee Cakes capacity

220

Liquids tray capacity

2.5 l

Weight

63 kg

Type of dispensing system

Espresso

Name of dispensing system

AZK V10 (5-8 g)
AZK V30 (7-14 g) - Optional

No. of mixers

2

Name of grinder

M03 Horeca Performance

No. of grinders

2

Boiler type

Pressure

Boiler capacity

700 cc

Voltage / Frequency

230 V / 50 Hz

Maximum Power

1800 W

No of selections

20

Change-giver built into machine

Optional

Cup sensor

Yes

CAPACITY
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

VITRO X5 ESPRESSO DOUBLE BEAN

480 mm

895 mm/ 965mm

Width
Height
Depth

Base cabinet dimensions

Spain
Avda. San Silvestre, s/n
31350 Peralta (Navarra)
Tel: 948 709 709
www.azkoyenvending.es

U.K.
Unit 1, Interplex 16,
Ash Ridge Road
Bradley Stoke, Bristol,
BS32 4QE, England
Tel: 01275 844 471
www.coffetek.co.uk

610 mm

Germany
Am Turm 86
53721 Siegburg
Tel: 02241-595 70
www.azkoyenvending.de

Width 480 mm x Height 855 mm /965 mm x Depth 590 mm

France
6 Allée de Londres
Le Madras Bat C2
91140 Villejust
Tel: 01 69 75 42 10
www.azkoyenvending.fr

Coffee & Vending Systems Division
84800391-2009

Portugal
Bela Vista Office
Estrada de Paço
de Arcos, 66
2735-336 Cacem
Tel: 1210 985 212

Colombia
Via la Virginia, Corregimiento
Caimalito. Bodega B-16.
Zona Franca Internacional
de Pereira
Tel: +57 6 31 105 13
www.azkoyenandina.com

United States
3809 Beam road, Suite H
Charlotte, NC 28217
Tel: +1 (980) 237-5065
www.azkoyenvendingusa.com

